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MOBILE:
TODAY’S WAY TO PAY

BAKING BY
THE NUMBERS

Carrying cash is slowly becoming a thing of the past. To stay competitive, online and offline, here’s
what bakers need to know about mobile payments to offer a seamless, positive checkout experience.
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Mobile Payment
Paying or receiving payment for a product or service via
a mobile device, such as a smartphone or tablet.
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Proximity Mobile Payment
Payments to a merchant initiated from a mobile phone, made
by placing a mobile phone that uses near field communication
(NFC) technology near a merchant's point-of-sale device.
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A Century of Innovation,
a Future Focused on Growth
Throughout our nearly 100-year history, Dawn has been devoted to
giving customers what they need to be successful, helping them achieve
their bakery aspirations. It’s the foundation that drives our ongoing
commitment to innovation and technology.
Starting with the very first commercial donut mixes in 1920, Dawn
has been leading the charge in continually advancing bakery products—
ensuring that they are consistent, adaptable and of course delicious. Our
team of innovation experts work diligently on developing the products that
will best meet the needs of bakers around the world, and I am delighted to
see the launch of three new cake flavors this year, the result of a co-creation
project with customers here in North America. You can learn more about
the innovation in this edition of Batter Up.
Today, we know that innovation extends beyond products. It’s about
giving our customers smarter ways of working, communicating and
connecting. As such, we are focused on offering the digital tools to
provide an even better, seamless experience with Dawn. Following a
successful test of our digital platform with 200 customers, I am pleased
that we will be rolling out online ordering and account management
capabilities across North America in 2020.

The Secret Behind the Smile
Our goal is to be the indispensable business partner for the bakers we
serve, providing them with the innovation and inspiration to build
their businesses, and the insights and ideas to make them the baker of
choice in their communities.
We know that operating a bakery is no easy task; that’s why we’re
focused on partnering with you to grow your business and delight your
customers. Our vision is to inspire bakery success every day.

Assistant Applications Chef
Danielle Ramsey
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Mobile POS payments

30

PayPal

Mobile as the point of sale

Merchants use a mobile device to process credit or debit card transactions
“As the point of sale” transaction solutions require an internet connection and a credit card reader. Run tests before
going live and look for Bluetooth-enabled card readers that support magstripe and chip card transactions.

Shopify

Free card reader.
Works with iPhone, iPad or
Android devices.
$29 per month.
Rates start at 2.7% on credit
card transactions.

Square

Free credit card reader, which works
with the free Square Point of Sale
app to allow everyone to take
payments on their smartphone
or tablet.
Pay 2.75% per swipe for Visa,
MasterCard, Discover and American
Express. Works with iOS and Android.

Mobile at the point of sale

Customers pay with their mobile device, placing the device near the payment terminal
“At the point of sale” apps are free to use, but merchants must pay processing fees to their payment
processor. They require certain hardware and configurations, including a contactless-enabled
terminal and internet.

3333 Sargent Road
Jackson, MI 49201
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HOW TO ACCEPT MOBILE PAYMENTS IN YOUR BAKERY

Sincerely,

Carrie Jones-Barber
CEO

32

32

Google Pay

Apple Pay

Samsung Pay

For Android users

For Apple users

Samsung users can choose
between Samsung Pay or
Google Pay

Sources: “Millennials Switching from Cash to Plastic,” Capital One, Statista; “Mobile Payment,” Investopedia; “So You Want to
Accept Credit Card Payments on Your Phone,” Merchant Maverick, Sept. 8, 2018

PayPal

Download the POS app and
select a reader, which range
from $15 to $100.
Fee: 2.7% per transaction
swipe (it costs more to key in
the number).

COULD IT CATCH ON?

IN
THE MIX

BEST PRACTICE

Ghost
Eateries

THE KEY TO SOCIAL

How to measure social media success for your bakery

A strong social media presence is
an invaluable—and cost-effective—
marketing tool for bakeries. When used
effectively, social media platforms like
Facebook and Instagram create meaningful
connections between bakeries and their
customers, and can increase awareness of
the business to new potential customers. To
succeed on social, staying active is crucial,
but it’s also important to understand how to
analyze post performance data.

How brick-and-mortar bakeries can stay competitive
with online- and delivery-only food businesses.

Of them,

WHY SHOULD I KNOW ABOUT THEM?
Consumers place a priority on convenience and seamless technology experiences. Ghost eateries
are accommodating this demand by focusing solely on bringing food directly to customers.

of consumers have
ordered food to go in
the past month

62%
ordered through an
app or website

Source: “Online Ordering Usage
Report: 2017,” orderTalk, 2017

WHAT SHOULD MY BAKERY DO ABOUT GHOST EATERIES?
Embrace online ordering: While becoming a ghost eatery likely isn’t in the cards for
many bakeries, it’s important to understand the implications of the trend: Online ordering
and delivery can help your business keep pace with consumers’ growing demands.
• Take a page from a pro: Baked by Melissa in New York offers a variety of mini
cupcakes for same-day delivery in some parts of Manhattan, as well as nationwide shipping.
Boost the in-store atmosphere: When consumers choose to visit food businesses
instead of ordering online, they expect something special. Make sure your bakery offers a
positive, memorable experience through unique decor, strong customer service and variety.
• Take a page from a pro: Georgetown Cupcake in Washington, D.C. provides
an Insta-worthy pink interior, but customers line up to get a peek at the many, many
cupcakes in the display case. In addition to 18 “classics,” Georgetown Cupcake offers
daily and monthly specials, so customers can try something new every time they visit.
— Ashley Greene Bernick

“Social media has had a huge impact on our
business, and that [knowledge] really comes
from measuring it with numbers,” says Mayly
Tao, owner of DK’s Donuts in Santa Monica,
California. As the bakery’s Instagram page
grew, it helped attract new customers. “With
over 85,000 followers and more than 11,000
followers on Facebook and Instagram, our
sales have doubled since incorporating social
media into our business model,” Tao continues.
Plus, it’s broadened their reach. “We’ve seen
an influx of customers from a larger area!”

Courtesy of DK’s Donuts

65%

WHAT IS A GHOST EATERY?
Restaurant operations that don’t have a physical storefront consumers can visit. They exist
solely to fulfill online orders placed on food delivery websites and apps. One example is
Butcher Block, which sells sandwiches in New York exclusively on Seamless.

Follow her lead by tracking performance using
these three key performance indicators (KPI).

ENGAGEMENT

What’s
favorite your bakery’s
so
@daw cial post? Tag
nfoo
in the c dsglobal
ommen
ts.

“Social media is an engagement game,” Tao says. By this she means,
“how many comments and how much buzz is happening around a certain
post.” It also includes likes, shares and clicks a post receives, too. The
more engagement a post receives, the more likely social media algorithms
will push your post to the top of other users’ feeds. One way to help
increase engagement is by interacting with customers in the comments
section. For example, answer any questions posed, thank customers if
they compliment your bakery and address any complaints.

IMPRESSIONS
Follower count is important, but it doesn’t tell you how many people
actually saw your posts. Instead, look at impressions: the number of
times the post showed up on a social media user’s newsfeed. This is a
better gauge of reach, as it indicates how many people actually saw the
post versus how many people could see it. The higher the percentage of
followers who see the post, the more successful it is. Use the social media
platform’s ads tool manager to gauge the success of posts.

CONVERSIONS
For some tech-savvy bakeries, increasing revenue through social media
is a big goal. Pay attention to how many customers come to the website
from social media to place orders, especially when creating content around
sales initiatives. This can be determined by keeping track of website clicks
through tools like Google Analytics.
— Jennifer Davis

WELL-EQUIPPED

Accounting Solutions
for Bakeries

Ease your office work so you can
focus more on your bakery creations.

Automating bookkeeping
can help bakery owners
stay organized and free
up time to focus on
other business priorities.
And many software
choices offer additional
functionality related
to inventory, creating
and updating menus,
generating performance
reports and more. Here are
three options to consider:
6
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Courtesy of Baked by Melissa

CHOOSE FROM SEVERAL VERSIONS

GREAT FOR SMALL BAKERIES

FOR THE LARGER BAKERY CHAIN

• Available via the website, through a mobile
app or in dowloadable software, QuickBooks
organizes a variety of data—bank accounts,
expenses, income, profit and loss, and sales—
in one shareable place.
• Users can sync related apps like PayPal and
Square, save photos of receipts and organize
invoices with custom reminders, direct deposit
and reports.
• From $10 monthly, with free 30-day trial

• The cloud-based software lets users process
invoices and inventory, reconcile statements,
manage expenses and bills, and expedite
payroll.
• From $9 monthly, with free 30-day trial

• The cloud-based integrated platform allows
bakeries to sync budgets, scheduling, inventory
management, payroll, purchasing, vendor
management and more.
• Larger bakery brands can manage franchisees
and vendors to better control cash and
inventory.
• From $159 monthly
— Chuck Ulie
DawnFoods.com
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You

INSPIRED BY

Dawn partners with four inspiring
bakers to create the next generation
of cake mix flavors.

WHO INSPIRES YOU?

Where do your best ideas come from? For us at Dawn, our customers are our biggest source of inspiration. Each day, they use ingredients to create delicious desserts that are distinctly their own. As
their partner, we value innovating right alongside them so that
together, we bring the best to consumers in communities everywhere. This is the motivation behind “Inspired by You,” our new
program with the mission of taking cake to the next level of amazing. To kick it off, we enlisted four passionate artisanal customers
to help us develop new cake mixes that push the boundaries of
flavor and give customers the ability to create desserts that reflect
their style.
Inspired by You connects research with customer feedback in real
time. “By partnering with our customers, we’re making sure we’re
selecting the cake flavors we know are on trend from our research but
are also going to work for our customers in their bakeries,” says Dawn
Foods’ Senior Director of Category Marketing Phil DeWester.
This collaboration has gone even better than expected. What
started with an invitation to participate evolved into each baker bringing their vision to the table and showing what happens when out-ofthe-box thinking is combined with creativity, hard work and insight.
“By partnering with our customers through this co-creation
process, we learned a lot more about how these new cake flavors would
be used,” DeWester says.

An Invitation to Innovate
Accepting the invitation to participate in Inspired by You was the first
exciting step for the bakers.
“When Dawn came to us about this, it was an honor,” says Julie Pinho
of Pinho’s Bakery in Roselle, New Jersey. “You work so hard to get to the

INTRODUCING THE NEW CAKE FLAVORS
HONEY
“With the rise of sustainability and local first, people are looking back
at these natural sweeteners,” says Melissa Trimmer, Dawn Senior
Application Chef. She’s right—according to Datassential FLAVOR™,
40% of consumers who have tried honey love it.

COCONUT
Tropical flavors are gaining popularity rapidly. Datassential
FLAVOR™ reports that 57% of consumers love or like coconut,
and that number is likely to only increase. Currently, it’s on 37.7%
of U.S. restaurant menus and is projected to grow 10.7% in the
next four years.

COFFEE
Food photography by Conway Photography
8
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As the popularity of artisan coffee grows, tapping into this
delicious market makes good sense. Datassential FLAVOR™
reports 50% of consumers love coffee and its many variations.
DawnFoods.com
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Meet the Bakers

BROWN SUGAR BAKERY
Location: Chicago, IL
Owner: Stephanie Hart
Best known for: Caramel Cake.
“It’s very Southern, luscious and
wonderful.”

top of your field. To be picked to give a little input as
to what we can bring out to the market—even without a trophy, it’s an honor!”
Having the opportunity to influence the
new cake flavors was also a huge draw for Paul
Bendinskas of ABC Cake Shop & Bakery in Albuquerque, New Mexico. “It’s been a while since
we’ve had new flavors in the market. There’s
nothing out there that has been new and innovative,” he says. “We were excited to be part
of the process of coming up with new flavors
or bases.”
Helping choose new cake flavors wasn’t the only
exciting aspect for bakers. Stephanie Hart from
Brown Sugar Bakery in Chicago couldn’t wait to
absorb all the trend research that Dawn compiled
about the potential flavors. “The information that
we got a chance to get exposed to, we can build on
that for years to come.”
Anna Gutierrez of Pepe’s Bakery in Sunnyside, Washington, seconds this feeling. “It was an
eye-opener to see what happens behind the scenes
to be able to create these new flavors.”

Make mini cupcakes
extra special by
experimenting with
trendy and seasonal
flavors like these
Caramel Apple,
Chocolate Hazelnut
and Pumpkin Spice
Cupcakes.

The Journey to the Final Flavors

ABC CAKE SHOP & BAKERY
Location: Albuquerque, NM
Owners: Edwina and Paul Bendinskas
Best known for: Buttercreme.
“Our buttercreme is the best anywhere.
It rocks!”

PINHO’S BAKERY
Location: Roselle, NJ
Owners: Raul and Julie Pinho
Best known for: Pastel De Nata, a
traditional Portuguese tart with a flaky
crust and special custard inside. “We
sell thousands a week!”

PEPE’S BAKERY
Location: Sunnyside, WA
Owners: Anna and Jose Gutierrez
Best known for: Tres Leches Cake, a
sponge cake soaked in three different
types of milk. “Our tres leches cake has
really changed a few minds!”

10
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In April, the bakers traveled to Dawn’s Innovation
Studio in Jackson, Michigan, for an interactive day
of ideation, inspiration and innovation with Dawn
Senior Application Chef Melissa Trimmer, Certified
Executive Pastry Chef (CEPC®).
“It was really interesting what the bakers came
up with,” Trimmer says. “We thought that they were
going to say that they wanted some really exotic
flavor and color to round out our cake mix offerings,
and that isn’t what happened at all.”
During the phase one session, the bakers
selected their top 10 flavors before voting on the
final three that would move into development.
To identify their top lists, they used consumer
insights and trends from Datassential and Dawn’s
Market Research team, as well as their own
expertise, to decide what would resonate best with
their customers.
“We worked as a group to come up with a short
list of what would work in all of our areas,” says
Edwina Bendinskas of ABC Cake Shop & Bakery.
“We know our customers, and we know what they
would be looking for. We’re here to be their voice.”
The bakers chose three versatile flavors: coconut,
honey and coffee.

Co-Creating and Innovating
Dawn’s R&D team put in the work over the next
month to come up with three versions of each of
the three cake mixes. When the bakers returned to
Dawn’s Innovation Studio in May, they tasted cakes

According to
Datassential,
Pear is a flavor
to watch. Try this
Caramelized
Pear Torte topped
with white-wine
poached pears.

On-trend flavors,
like pomegranate,
champagne and
pistachio, fill
these Brownie
Marshmallow
Candy Bars.

baked with the mixes and decided which version
they liked best.
Then the bakers headed to the Dawn test
kitchen, where they experimented with the mixes
themselves. Each artisanal customer whipped up
multiple delicious desserts from each cake mix,
wowing everyone with their skill and expertise.
“The goal there was to see the versatility of these
cake mixes,” DeWester says. “If all you can do with the
cake mix is make one type of cake, it’s probably not
something that’s going to be very useful for our customers. So we were looking for versatility as a key criteria.”

From Innovation to In the Field
The R&D team went back to the lab to refine the
mixes using the bakers’ feedback from phase two.
Once each mix was perfected, Dawn visited the
artisanal customers at their bakeries, bringing along
the first commercialized mixes. The four bakers
sampled and tested the final products, getting an

exclusive first taste of the new cake mix flavors.
After all of their hard work throughout the
Inspired by You process, being able to introduce
these new mixes to their customers and expand
their market was the ultimate reward. This wouldn’t
have been possible without the tools that Dawn
provided throughout the partnership, and that’s
pretty special, according to Hart.
The mixes won’t be exclusive to the Inspired
by You bakers for long—the Coconut, Honey and
Coffee mixes will be introduced to the world at the
International Baking Industry Exposition in Las
Vegas this September. Then, Dawn customers will
be able to order the mixes for their bakeries at the
end of September.

Find the recipes for the sweets
featured in this story at
DawnFoods.com/Recipes.
DawnFoods.com
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Tracking Social Media and Sales

Could software
your bakery is
already using
help you improve
menu planning?
By Erin Brereton

iStock

THE Taste OF
TECHNOLOGY

eveloping the perfect menu for a bakery
business is no simple task.
There are so many factors to consider,
and leveraging technology for menu-planning can help ensure accuracy and efficiency.
And while an all-in-one menu creation tool for bakeries may not exist yet, some businesses are finding that
solutions they use for other areas of operations can
provide valuable insight into what products to offer.
“Obviously, there’s the whole question of what’s
most profitable for me to put on my menu and what will
sell best to my customers,” says Adam Graber, Dawn
Foods’ Senior Director, Customer and Consumer
Experience. “The other big area that impacts menu
planning is how to know what to add so you have
growth opportunities for the business or are adding
creativity to the menu. What’s the right mix of new
versus old?”
Terri Horn, owner of Kayak Cookies in Hyannis, Massachusetts, uses ReciPal to create printable
product labels.
“For a while, I was getting an organization to
generate my nutritional facts, and it was extremely
expensive—like $200 per label,” Horn says. “By
using ReciPal’s database, we’re able to tap into
the nutritional information for each item; if they
don’t have what you want, you can add specialized
ingredients. We do get a fair amount of people who
ask for that information—this program has really
helped us get up to snuff in terms of what we do.”
It wasn’t until recently that she found a secondary use for the solution: calculating product costs.
Horn uses ReciPal to enter ingredient prices and
packaging, labor and overhead costs. She can then
make adjustments if the projected cost of a new item
looks like it might be too high.
“You can choose what you want the margins to
be—[if it’s] 30 percent for distributors, this is what I
need to be charging them; and I can go back and say,
‘What if I reduced the size by a quarter ounce to get
this many more items? How would that affect it?’ That
gives you a little leeway to play with it,” Horn explains.

Minnesota-based cupcake and custom cake bakery
Nadia’s Cakes uses social media to promote its
cupcakes, which come in unique flavors like Mountain Dew-Dorito and Angry Orchard hard cider and
Fireball Cinnamon Whisky.
Facebook votes have helped the bakery gauge
interest in which specialty flavors it should include
on upcoming holiday menus, according to Erin
Campbell, general manager of Nadia’s Woodbury,
Minnesota, location.
“It’s a direct link to our customers,” Campbell
says. “For Mother’s Day, a RumChata cupcake was

IT’S HELPFUL SEEING
HOW DIFFERENT
FLAVORS AFFECT
DIFFERENT STORES
AND DIFFERENT
DEMOGRAPHICS.
— Erin Campbell, general manager, Nadia’s Cakes

on the menu last year, and a mimosa cupcake; they
were picked by clients using that technology.”
Keeping an eye on Pinterest, Instagram and
other social media sites helps Nadia’s Cakes identify
trends it may want to incorporate into new baked
goods. Employees from all three stores can also
share ideas they have and customer suggestions for
new flavors on a private Facebook page.
“We actually use the page so it can be an open
dialogue with all staff members—cashiers, dishwashers, anyone who buses tables,” Campbell says. “Everyone has an opinion because everyone hears something
different. We want all employees to have a voice.”
Once a specialty item or limited-time offering has been offered, Nadia’s Cakes analyzes sales
reports from its point-of-sale (POS) system to gauge
the response and plan accordingly.
For instance, for April Fools’ Day in 2018, Nadia’s
sold two versions of a similar cupcake: the regular
Unicorn Poop and the Unicorn Party Pooper, the
latter of which is loaded with pastel confetti in the
center. Sales data indicated which cupcake performed
better at each of its three locations.
“[The] Woodbury [store] sold more of the regular Unicorn Poop; we may just do Unicorn Poop
there in the future,” Campbell says. “It’s helpful
seeing how different flavors affect different stores
and different demographics; we’re able to gauge—
ingredientwise—for next year what to bring in.”

Assessing Past, Present and Future
Ingredient Use
Horn purchased QuickBooks to help with accounting when launching her cookie line in 2005; she has
since realized the software can provide information
that’s useful when estimating upcoming seasonal

Menu-Making Tips
Once you have the perfect product
assortment, find the best way to
communicate it.
When creating a menu, a bakery’s brand
positioning or identity often determines
what information is included, according to
Adam Graber, Dawn Foods’ Senior Director,
Customer and Consumer Experience.
For example, if sourcing of local ingredients or
catering to consumers who follow a glutenfree diet is part of a bakery’s mission, those
details should be reflected in the actual text
of the menu.
“The story behind specific menu items and
what goes into them is something that really
supports their brand identity,” Graber says.
“The description behind each product could
include things like the origin of specialty
ingredients you’re putting in; where the vanilla
came from; that there are locally sourced fruits
or other elements depending on what really
matters to a particular Baker’s mission.”
The type of products the bakery specializes in
should also inform the structure, format and
appearance of the menu.
“If a bakery is really about in-and-out
morning purchases, it might use a font that’s
highly legible and very easy to navigate,” he
says. “A bakery that’s more about bespoke
ingredients may be able to have something
more whimsical.”

item ingredient needs.
“We’re able to generate reports on the quantity of
products sold,” Horn says. “It will also tell me how many
pounds of something I’ve purchased from [a supplier]
over the course of a year or two years,” Horn says.
In addition, some production planning software
can help bakeries avoid overbuying ingredients when
adding a new menu item because it factors in ingredients the bakery already has in stock, according
to Robert Reesink, managing director and senior
bakery technologist at bakery consultancy GeoBake.
FlexiBake is an example of production planning software.
“Every day, when you make your [production]
plan, you know how much is left,” Reesink says. “If
you invest in new ingredients, you start from there.”

As your trusted partner, Dawn Foods
can also help with menu planning.
Check out Dawn’s consumer trend
guide on mashups for inspiration:
DawnFoods.com/Mashup-Mania
DawnFoods.com
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5 STEPS
TO ...

MASTERING FOOD STYLING
FOR DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
The difference between a good food
photo and a great one comes down to a
few simple tweaks. Follow these tips to
learn how to make your products look as
good as they taste.
With today’s technology at your fingertips, it’s never been easier to snap a photo on
the go. But taking a compelling shot of your bakery’s products—one that’ll command
attention on social media, review sites and your website—often requires some styling
and planning. As consumers rely heavily on photos they see online when seeking out
new bakeries, it’s important to learn how to showcase bakery products with eyecatching photography.
Our first tip: Take your time. “You’ll end up with something you can get a really
beautiful photo of because you’ve taken the time to do it well,” says New York-based food
stylist Jason Schreiber. Below, discover more of his food styling and photography advice.

Embrace
Natural
Light

Focus
on the
Hero

Create a
Cohesive
Style

Invest
in Food
Styling Tools

Choose
Props
Carefully

It’s difficult to
achieve the perfect
Instagram-worthy
shot if the lighting
isn’t ideal, which is
why natural light
is so important. “It’s the
biggest thing—and the
best thing—you can do
for any photo,” Schreiber
says. Daylight is ideal,
but try to avoid direct
sunshine, as it can be too
harsh. Consider setting
up products in front of
a large window in your
bakery. If harnessing
natural light isn’t an
option, LED photo light
boxes are an affordable
alternative.

When
capturing
multiple
products, focus
the camera lens
on the bestlooking one, also known
as the “hero.” “Every
muffin isn’t going to be
perfect,” Schreiber says.
Find the most perfectly
shaped one and make it
the focal point, limiting
any potential distractions
in the shot, like a bright
cloth or shiny utensils in
the background. “There
shouldn’t be something
competing with it.”

You’ll want
your bakery’s
website and
social media
feeds to have a
consistent feel,
so decide on a distinct
look and stick with it.
“You don’t have to be
good at Photoshop,”
Schreiber says. “Just
pick the filter that works
for you and put it on
every photo.” Try out
Instagram’s in-app filters,
or download an app like
VSCO for even more
choices. Check out
his Instagram for
more examples at
@jaschreiber.

Creating the
perfect shot
may require
a few extra
tools, but
they don’t
need to cost a fortune.
“I think that everybody
should have a pair of
tweezers. They’re not
expensive, and it just
makes everything so
much easier,” Schreiber
says. Pastry brushes are
also great for cleaning
up the shot or playing up
the subject. “Use them
to brush away crumbs or
add a little extra syrup to
a dessert.”

Adding a few
special props to
a shot can help
take photos
to the next
level, but make
sure they highlight the
product. “For instance,
if it’s a peach muffin,
include the fruit in the
shot to emphasize the
ingredients,” Schreiber
says. But don’t get
carried away. “Keep
it simple. Let the food
be the selling point,”
Schreiber says. “Nine
times out of 10, it’s the
photo that has less in it
that ends up being more
successful.”
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INGREDIENT
FOR SUCCESS

OIL CHANGE

Step aside, canola.
Olive oil’s here, and it’s bringing
rich flavor to baked goods.
SAVOR THE FLAVOR
Lemony Polenta Olive Oil Cake: Beat together eggs

DECADENT DELIGHTS
Chocolate-Olive Oil-Sea Salt Cupcakes: Mix together
eggs, egg yolks, sugar and orange zest. Slowly whisk in olive oil,
and then fold in flour, salt and baking powder. Bake cupcakes and
cool. Top them with chocolate ganache and sea salt.

LUXURIOUS COFFEE DUNKER
Orange-Hazelnut-Olive Oil Cookies: Combine sugar,
olive oil, eggs, orange zest and vanilla. Whisk in finely ground
toasted hazelnuts, flour, baking powder and salt. Form dough
into a log and chill. Cut the dough into cookies and bake.

Photo: iStock; Sources: Food & Wine, Rasberri Cupcakes, Fine Cooking

and sugar until thick, and then gradually add in olive oil, lemon
juice and vanilla. Fold in flour, polenta, baking soda and salt
until blended, and bake. For a topping, whip heavy cream into
soft peaks.

